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This article contains the spiritual facts (realities) I was given prophetically on the above date.

These have been ‘The Word’ for me as they come from The Word of Godi to me.
The facts are on page 1 & 2, while the sources are on page 3 & 4, so it’s clear where they came from.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

SOURCE FILE: “Having Dominion Right Now”ii

1. Dominion is properly operating in the domain you have been given to supervise.iii

2. Operating in dominion is a kingship function.iv

3. When we administrate our lives we are operating as a king.v

4. When we take control of our situations and circumstances, and work with the Trinity to see them work
out successfully, that’s operating in a level of dominion that they are pleased with.vi

5. Objecting to  the terms ‘dominion’,  ‘rule’,  ‘ruling’ and ‘ruler’,  denies  who we are and why we were
created.vii

6. Denying dominion is denying our responsibility as sons.viii

7. Our responsibility as Father’s sons on the Earth is to grow, mature and produce the fruit expected of us –
including our kingly roles.ix

8. We are not a Christian, that’s a religious term. We’re sons. We’re Father’s family.x

9. We are eternal beings because we are a spirit.xi

10. We were created to operate like the Trinity who are spirit beings.xii

11. Our physical bodies were given to us to interact with the physical realm.xiii

12. Our spirit-man is designed to be the dominant component of our being.xiv

13. Our spirit is the same as the Trinity have.xv

14. Our spirit is the component that’s in the Trinity’s image and likeness.xvi

15. The Trinity’s intention is for us to be in charge, just like they are in charge. Our spheres are different.xvii

16. Our dominion is over the domain that we’re given by the Trinity.xviii

17. Our primary domain is our life.xix

18. We are expected to rule our own lives and have dominion over it.xx

19. The way we rule our lives is to align with the way the Trinity wants it done.xxi

20. When we are in alignment with them,  they keep our lives stable and in line with the way they intend
things to be and the way we’re supposed to function as sons.xxii

21. Since The Fall, dominion has become control, so we need to be careful how we rule.xxiii

22. The Fall has allowed Satan to bring his way for humans to operates which is why control is our default
position.xxiv

23. We are expected to operate in dominion like the Trinity, without any type or level of control.xxv

24. When we rule our lives properly,  we manage it, we administrate situations and circumstances, we set
things in order, and we ensure that everything is stable.xxvi

25. We can’t control all the situations and circumstances we find ourselves in, so managing our lives allows
us to administrate those that arise.xxvii
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26. Using the Trinity’s wisdom, knowledge and understanding, allows us to deal successfully with situations
and circumstances, so that the outcomes become beneficial to us.xxviii

27. We mustn’t take dominion over others unless we are placed in a genuine position of authority over
them.xxix

28. We’re only to manage others as is required – no more than that.xxx

29. When managing others, it’s very important to be in alignment with the Trinity. In that way, we get their
mind on everything relating to those we are in charge of. xxxi

30. Be careful, because dominion very easily moves into control.xxxii

31. We’re not to baulk at the dominion that we’re supposed to operate in.xxxiii

32. Never see proper dominion as evil.xxxiv

33. It’s our sonship that places us in the right position to rule our lives as kings.xxxv

34. Dominion at  the level  the Trinity  shows us  and in  alignment  with them will  allow their plans  and
purposes to be implemented in our lives.xxxvi

35. The Trinity is pleased with the progress we are making in our sonship.xxxvii

36. Part of our maturity as sons is to to learn to operate in dominion in the way the Trinity reveals to us.xxxviii

37. We’re to allow ourselves to be taught and trained in dominion operation.xxxix

38. When we become successful in ruling properly, the Trinity is able to trust us and they will expand our
domain so we have a greater impact in the Earth.xl

39. The Trinity is looking forward to us manifesting in our full capacity as sons and kings.xli

40. There’s a long way for us to go ‘til we operate properly as sons and kings..xlii

41. To mature in this we must keep pushing forward while listening to what the Trinity is telling us.xliii

42. We won’t be able to move ahead, unless our heart and mind agrees with our spirit.xliv

43. That’s why we need to keep our heart pure, free of ‘clutter’, attuned to what the Trinity says, so we can
accept what they show us.xlv
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i – John 1:1

ii – canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Having-Dominion-Right-Now-25-3-2021.pdf 

iii – “Dominion is properly operating in the domain you have been given to supervise. This is a kingship  
function.”

iv – “Dominion is properly operating in the domain you have been given to supervise. This is a kingship  
function.”

v – “This is how you operate as a king: By administering your lives. ”

vi – “When you take control of your situations and circumstances, and work with us to see the outcomes arise 
successfully, you are operating in a level of dominion that is pleasing to us.”

vii – “Many object to the word ‘dominion’ and object to the terms ‘rule’, ‘ruling’ and ‘ruler’, but this is denying
who you are and why we created humanity.”

viii – “It denies your responsibilities, the ones you have now that you’ve come into our family again.”

ix – “You see, you’re our ‘seeds’ that we’ve placed on the Earth, to grow and produce ‘fruit’ that’s acceptable to
us.”

x – “You are not a Christian, that’s a religious term. You’re sons. You’re family.”

xi – “You are eternal beings – your spirit that’s inside of you, operates like us. That’s how it was intended.”

xii – “You are eternal beings – your spirit that’s inside of you, operates like us. That’s how it was intended. 
We’re spirit beings and we created you as spirit beings…”

xiii – “We’re spirit beings and we created you as spirit beings, but you have a natural body so you can interact 
with the natural realm that we created.”

xiv – “Your spirit-man is to be the dominant component of your being.”

xv – “It’s our component that you have. It’s the one that’s in our image and likeness.”

xvi – “It’s our component that you have. It’s the one that’s in our image and likeness.”

xvii – “So like us, you’re to be in charge. That’s our intention, because we are in charge.”

xviii – “Your dominion is over the domain that you’ve been given.”

xix – “The primary one of those is your life.”

xx – “So rule it, have dominion over your lives.”

xxi – “But be careful that the dominion you operate in is in concert with us.”

xxii – “We are the ones who keep you stable and in line with the way things are supposed to be and the way 
you’re supposed to operate.”

xxiii – “Be careful with dominion because it has become control since The Fall, where Adam ceded his 
rulership of the planet to the enemy and he has ruled the planet [ever since].”

xxiv – “He brought his methods, and his methods aren’t ours, which means that the default function of human 
beings is control.”

xxv – “We’d like you to see that you operate like us in dominion, which is  not  control. ”

xxvi – “You manage, you administrate, you set things in order, you ensure that things are stable. This is 
rulership of your lives.”
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xxvii – “You cannot control all situations and circumstances, so managing your lives allows you to administrate
every situation and circumstance that arises.”

xxviii – “And, with our wisdom, knowledge and understanding, you can deal with those successfully, so that 
the outcomes are beneficial for you.”

xxix – “Be careful. You are not to have dominion over others, unless you are placed in a position of authority, in
which case you oversee, you do not control.”

xxx – “You manage them as is required by our plans for them and for yourself.”

xxxi – “This is why alignment with us is so important: You get our mind on everything, including those people 
who you are in charge of. ”

xxxii – “Dominion very easily moves into control, so be very careful.”

xxxiii – “But don’t baulk at the dominion that you’re supposed to operate in.”

xxxiv – “Don’t see dominion as an evil thing.”

xxxv – “As sons, you’re in a place where you’re supposed to be, as kings, so rule your lives.”

xxxvi – “Have dominion, but at the level we show you, and always in alignment with us so that our plans and 
purposes are implemented in your lives.”

xxxvii – “I’m pleased to see that our people are progressing now…It’s great joy for us to see the progress that’s 
being made across the planet, as our people appropriate in their lives who they’re supposed to be, and are 
operating more and more in alignment with who they are.”

xxxviii – “So, take hold of this new revelation and operate in the dominion that’s appropriate for you. This is 
part of your maturation (your maturing), so don’t baulk at it.”

xxxix – “Allow us to teach you and train you how to operate in dominion.”

xl – “When you are successful, and you can be trusted, we will expand your domain so you have a greater 
impact on Earth.”

xli – “We’re looking forward to our sons manifesting in their full capacity…There’s a long way to go…”

xlii – “We’re looking forward to our sons manifesting in their full capacity…There’s a long way to go…”

xliii – “There’s a long way to go, but keep moving ahead, listening to us.”

xliv – “Keep your heart pure, free of ‘clutter’, attuned to us, so you can accept what we show you, because 
you’ll not be able to change unless your heart and mind agrees with your spirit.”

xlv – “Keep your heart pure, free of ‘clutter’, attuned to us, so you can accept what we show you, because 
you’ll not be able to change unless your heart and mind agrees with your spirit.”
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